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Abstract. A body of recent work introduced the modelling of blockchain
data as graph-based structures. Nevertheless, advanced tools for processing such data are mostly developed on top of the graph structure and are
tailored to a specific analytical task, while the use of knowledge graph
management systems that provide state-of-the-art reasoning algorithms
is still in its infancy. In this paper, we discuss our vision for the FinTech
field on the connection of the blockchain and knowledge graph domain,
and provide various possible research topics by discussing, among others, the challenges in the field of blockchain analytics and the generation
of legally compliant, unmodifiable and verifiable RegTech applications
running on blockchain infrastructure by using knowledge graphs.
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Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have become a major topic in AI, in academic research
and industrial applications. In the FinTech space, KGs are employed for many
purposes, including advanced reasoning services to gain insight from that data.
In central bank settings, KGs are currently used for manifold settings such as
checking regulatory compliance, anti-money laundering, or hybrid data science
pipelines that combine a multitude of AI approaches [5]. Recent developments,
e.g., on the regulation of cryptocurrency at the EU level [17], emphasize the need
to offer such services also over blockchains.
A knowledge graph can be described as a semi-structured data model
characterized by three components: (i) a ground extensional component having relational constructs for schema and data, e.g., a graph-like structure, (ii)
an intensional component of inference rules over the constructs, and (iii) a derived extensional component produced by activating the inference rules over the
ground extensional component in a so-called reasoning process [5].
Recent work has suggested solutions to various reasoning and data extraction
tasks, such as entity resolution [11] for solving the question of whether two nodes
refer to the same entity, link prediction [29] for predicting edges in the graph,
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knowledge fusion [13] for predicting whether a node-edge-node triple is true, and
computation of KG embeddings [31] with advanced deep learning algorithms.
Many researchers [19, 26] in the area of blockchain analytics have recognized that blockchains share common features with graph-like data structures
and started implementing algorithms on top of the graph structure, such as
blockchain identity clustering [28], financial fraud detection [22], price prediction [1] or ransomware payment tracking [21].
All of these tasks are crucial, yet they are typically considered in isolation. At the same time, what these tasks have in common is the goal of inferring
new nodes and edges of a graph. That is, they suggest a precise mapping of
the blockchain transaction graph into the KG extensional component and the
newly generated nodes and edges into the intensional component. Such a KGoriented view allows to see the mentioned blockchain tasks as reasoning, enabling
the exploitation of knowledge shared among tasks and domain experience. For
example, share reasoning tasks, such as the clustering of blockchain identities
which is comparable to entity resolution, and shared inference rules such as operationalized domain knowledge, e.g., representing known money laundering or
fraud schemes, or blockchain contained knowledge representing the functionality
of smart contracts, e.g., rules for a lottery application.
With the option to model smart contracts as KGs, we also see the potential
to generate smart contracts via KGs. This creates a bidirectional connection,
allowing to monitor blockchain activity at the KG and creating legally compliant,
verifiable RegTech applications for the blockchain by using the operationalized
domain knowledge in the KG. I.e., in one direction the KG is used to create
parts of the blockchain, and in the other direction the blockchain is used to
create parts of the KG. RegTech stands for Regulatory Technology and describes
the usage of information technology for enhancing the regulatory process, with
its main application in the financial space. We suggest extending KGs with
blockchain technology, such as verification, to be able to generate trustworthy
smart contracts.
In this paper, we present our vision on the connection of blockchains
Smart Contract Generation (Section 4)
and KGs. Figure 1 shows the overall
Knowledge Graph
vision presented here, and the sections
Enhancement
KG
BC
(Section 5)
of the paper we will discuss the parts
in. Our ultimate goal is analyzing and
Blockchain Analytics (Section 3)
monitoring blockchain data as well enabling the construction of RegTech
applications for blockchain platforms,
Fig. 1. Overview of our vision.
exploiting the capabilities of KG systems. In particular, our main contributions are:
– A novel view on blockchain analytics based on KGs by defining analytics
as the derived extensional component of a blockchain KG, i.e., produced as a
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result of reasoning. This will provide fully explainable analytics, allowing for
deeper insights into the complex relations among the involved transactions.
– A new way of smart contract generation by using data and inference
rules stored in KGs. This will result in legally compliant, verifiable smart
contracts perfectly fitting for RegTech applications.
– An extension of KGs with blockchain technology by integrating digital
signatures and consensus finding mechanisms. This will provide a form of
“explainable trust” in KGs, a key feature for FinTech AI.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give
background information on blockchains. In Section 3 we present our first vision
of using KGs as data structure to reason over blockchain data, in Section 4 we
discuss our vision of generating smart contracts by using KGs, and in Section 5
we present our vision to enhance KGs by blockchain technology. We provide
additional related work in Section 6 and conclude this paper in Section 7.

2

Background

A blockchain is a distributed ledger, where the blocks create a single-linked list
(“chain”) by a hash reference from a block to the previous one. Each block
contains a list of transactions. A transaction defines the information required
for transferring data and coins between different accounts that are normally
created by a private and public key pair, where the private key is used to spent
the coins and (the hash of) the public key to receive the coins, thus also named
the address of the account.
Depending on the blockchain state
model, the transactions are hanBlock
Transaction
(Un)lock-Script
Address
Tag
dled differently. Bitcoin uses the
model of Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO), where the outputs are
used as inputs for the next transactions, which creates an acyclic graph
of transactions. In detail, the outputs
and inputs are scripts, where the input unlocks the lock script of the Fig. 2. Graph view on bitcoin structure.
output, offering support for more advanced operations such as requiring multiple parties to unlock the output.
In comparison, Ethereum simplifies the transaction management by decoupling the data from the transaction in a separate state per account, which is
modified during a transaction. Scripts are handled within smart contracts. A
smart contract is, intuitively speaking, a type of account that has to be actively
invoked by other accounts. Smart contracts can contain and execute arbitrary
code. For a detailed introduction into blockchains see [16].
Figure 2 gives a visualization of the Bitcoin structure as a graph, summarizing
the discussed concepts. White square represents blocks, dark squares stand for
transactions, white circles are inputs and outputs, and dark circles represent
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addresses. In addition, the figure contains tags of addresses, which is an external
information required for blockchain analytics, described in Section 3.
Note that Figure 2 represents just one possible graph-based modeling. Others
are possible and may be even favorable in certain reasoning tasks. Note that while
in this section we focused on the graph aspects, the knowledge graph aspects
discussed later will precisely allow translations between different graph-based
models.

3

Knowledge Graph Reasoning for Blockchain Analysis

Throughout the last years, blockchain analysis has been a focus of research in a
number of fields related to the financial, security, and societal domains [2]. Yet,
there are challenges which highlight the necessity to develop new approaches and
new reasoning techniques for blockchain data, which we lay out in the following.
Motivation. Most challenges arise in the context of large data volumes, with
the consequent need for high scalability.
Variability in fundamental operation. Blockchains provide different ledger, block
and transaction structures, smart contract languages (cf. [16, 6]) and privacy enhancing features [3]. While differences between data structures can be addressed
using traditional data integration techniques, knowledge of the rules that govern
the inner features of blockchains is essential for reasoning over the data.
Multi-layered blockchain data. Blockchains present a rich, multi-layered dataset
consisting of the transaction graph at the uppermost level but going down to
information present – sometimes in compiled form – in smart contracts.
Specific domain knowledge. Analytics queries typically need to reason on domain
data and knowledge in addition to data contained in the blockchain. For example,
tracking revenues of illicit activity [15] requires specific knowledge of laundering
patterns. Moreover, information from the outside, such as tags [24], are required
to link some sort of real-world entity with blockchain identities.
Uncertainty about available information. Probabilistic reasoning is required, for
example, to assess the probability of a link between inputs and outputs of Bitcoin transactions or to apply heuristics that cluster addresses which are likely
“controlled” by the same entity.
Solutions. A promising solution are KGs, which are designed for complex data
and knowledge integration tasks as well as reasoning tasks. KGs naturally allow
to represent differences in fundamental concepts using knowledge that represents
the differences in operation, thus not requiring hard-coding such knowledge into
reasoning algorithms. By building a unitary network of transactions involving
multiple assets and rules, the data of smart contracts can be encoded in a transparent way for the reasoning process.
Having a system capable of dealing with the challenges mentioned, allows to
use enriched blockchain data to get a deep understanding of the cryptoassets
phenomenon [10], including the estimation of the daily transferred value or the
tracking of illicit activities to identifiable points such as exchanges.
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Looking ahead. Finally, it is worth noting that, although KGs enrich the information context of blockchains and enable sophisticated reasoning tasks, technology alone cannot overcome intrinsic limitations of blockchain analysis, which
depend on the potential lack of the required information. For example, off-chain
transactions, where only the final position is settled on the blockchain and mixing techniques, where the transaction target is hidden, increase the privacy of the
user, but affects the analyses of the blockchain data. However, KGs can help to
reduce the intrinsic limitations, for example by integrating different data sources
in the reasoning process.

4

Knowledge Graph Generated Smart Contracts

Smart contracts are used to specify human-readable contracts and associated
obligations by code. While smart contracts are written nowadays mostly in
object-oriented style, a mismatch has been detected between the style and the
intended purpose of enforcing conditions in a contract while the environment
(blockchain) changes [12].
Motivation. Recent work identified numerous challenges to correctly codify
smart contracts such as unmodifiability or invulnerability [18]. They suggested
to use different smart contract formats based on Prolog [12] to close the mismatch mentioned above as well as to generate smart contracts via a grammar of
institution [18] to protect against insecure smart contracts. While both are good
approaches to simplify smart contract creation, they both have some limitations. The former requires writing logical programs not compatible with current
blockchains, while the latter requires to structure sentences into logical parts.
Solutions. We suggest generating smart contracts based on the knowledge stored
in the KG. We see three major motivations for doing so: (i) KGs already provide
inference rules and a knowledge base, (ii) established blockchain platforms are
supported, and (iii) external domain knowledge can be integrated.
We demonstrate the benefits through an example where we use the bidirectional communication to generate trustworthy initial coin offerings (ICOs)
for funding new projects. ICOs have been suspect of exit scams over the last
years [25]. For simplicity, let us assume that ICOs have to follow legal regulation
to be considered as safe and there is a publicly certificated KG provider that ensures the validity of the ICO. By using KGs, we are able to integrate domain
knowledge such as legal text or news announcements to check the validity of
the provided ICO information. In case of a valid ICO, the KG provider generates the smart contract and publishes it with its own signature (trusted).
Since RegTech applications are exposed to frequently changing rules, the KG
provider has the possibility to create a bidirectional communication channel by monitoring the smart contract and updating the rules according to legal
changes. For example, assume that the KG provider monitors the composition
of the team stored in the smart contract. When the KG gets updated with a
new team composition stemming, e.g. from trusted news sources, this updated
knowledge is inspected. If is determined that a member has left the team and
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that this change is not included in the smart contract, the KG provider updates
the rule of the smart contract.
We want to note, that this example uses exhaustive rights of the KG provider,
which have to be prohibited. We refer to Section 5, where we present our vision
of verified KG events.
Looking ahead. To realize this vision, a number of concrete challenges need to
be solved. We mention a few of them:
Interactions with smart contracts. Today’s infrastructure of major blockchain
technologies are not capable to update the code of smart contracts, thus requiring
storing changeable rules in the storage of the contract and use them in the
reasoning process of smart contracts.
Generation of smart contracts. Blockchains have diverse languages. Therefore, a
modular algorithm for generating smart contracts has to be defined that includes
a mapping between KG content and imperative smart contract languages.
Verification and integration of heterogeneous domain knowledge. The KG uses
various heterogeneous data sources such as legal texts, user inputs, or web data.
Algorithms have to be developed to intelligently verify the claims.

5

Enhancing Knowledge Graphs by Blockchain
Technology

In this section we briefly present our vision to enhance KGs by fundamental
concepts of blockchains, namely (i) consensus protocols which define the rules
for block generation including conflict management as well as the rules of a
valid block and transaction, (ii) digital signatures to sign transactions so that
the block creators can verify that the transactions are executed on behalf of the
owning parties, and (iii) an unmodifiable data structure by using hash algorithms
to prevent changes of historical data.
Motivation. The application of such concepts to the KG allows to improve
the reasoning algorithms by enriching the KG with trustworthy and historical
knowledge to produce more reliable results. This requires an adaption of stateof-the-art reasoning algorithms to include the trustworthy aspect as well as a
sounded analysis of the different integration possibilities of such concepts in the
KG. For example, an unmodifiable data structure on the node-layer allows for
fast history scans per node but signing the validity of a connected component
requires at least the applicability on a cluster of nodes and edges.
Solutions. Having a KG capable of these concepts would improve the quality
of KGs. Such a system can help to solve the long term evolution of real-time
KGs, which is still an open problem [7], by integrating the unmodifiable and
accessible history concept and can provide verified knowledge graphs by integrating the concept of digital signatures, which would allow to contain verified
events in the KG, building a trustful connection between KGs and blockchains,
solving, among others, the exhaustive rights problem of the KG provider mentioned in Section 4.
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Looking ahead. Apart from direct improvements to KGs, there are also other
disciplines which may profit from integrated blockchain technology. For example,
many AI researchers are currently working on explainable AI systems. This
means, they try to build intelligent systems that are able to answer questions concerning how and why automatic decisions were made in a human-comprehensible
way. One way to build explainable AI systems is by using KGs [20]. We think
that a verified and trusted state provided by blockchain technology in KGs may
help explainable AI systems to decide and argue why they have made a specific
decision. One aspect of this is the full, verifiable history of all facts established
through a blockchain. For example, if a historic decision should be explained,
it is very easy to go back in time via the blockchain and thus give fully verifiable explanations of AI decisions. Another aspect is the that blockchains allow
a second level of explanation: For example, assume that a decision based on a
KG is explained via a number of facts. If these facts are actually established via
blockchain processes, e.g. voting, the explanation actually does not end here, but
can be continued by explaining how that fact was established via a blockchain
processes.

6

Related Work

The discussion of related work regarding blockchain and KGs is very limited. In
the following, we discuss related work we see related to this topic and which has
not been mentioned in the previous sections.
Exchange of Assets. We first focus on the blockchain as a mechanism for exchanging assets. GraphChain [27] uses the blockchain to store serialized versions
of an RDF (Resource Description Format)-graph. Similarly, Naim and Klas [23]
suggest to embed an RDF-graph in the blockchain. GraphOs [8] announced a
network for exchanging knowledge assets, such as data, code, or asset ownership.
Crowdsourcing. Systems are proposed where blockchains are used for verify KG
knowledge established via crowdsourcing. For example, Wang et al. [32] suggests
using crowdsourcing on the blockchain platform to update the KG and the AI
system with a “trustful” value.
Analytics. We now move from surveying blockchains for KGs to using KG technology for blockchain analytics. Bartoletti et al. [4] created a general framework
for blockchain analytics focusing on common tasks used in recent work to generate a shared view between them. This is an important first step, yet, this is
not enough to address the challenges we discussed in Section 3. Similarly, regular path query (RPQ)-based languages in general show insufficient expressive
power for our tasks as they do not support full recursion. Vo et al. [30] described
research perspectives for the database community for blockchains in the fields
of database management (creating indexes, data structures, generation of smart
contracts, etc.) and blockchain analytics (missing data, query federation, etc.).
In comparison, our vision on blockchain analytics focuses particularly on the intersection with KGs. We provide novel perspectives and highlight tasks specific
to KGs.
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Other Sources. Fluree [14] announced a semantic graph database with support of
blockchain functionality to allow history-based queries. Cagle [9] discussed that
KGs need blockchains to secure the keys, and that blockchain needs the KG to
provide a context and provenance for the keys. By keys they mean some sort of
public key to uniquely identify users and thus establish a chain of liability.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we have highlighted possible research directions at the intersection
of blockchain and KG research by showing a bidirectional connection between
these technologies. On the one hand, the monitoring aspect of the blockchain
and on the other hand the smart contract generation aspect by the usage of
KGs. In future work, we want to focus on these visionary topics in detail and
look forward to presenting first solutions in this domain.
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